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State of the ARTT is an action-packed book about modern
day fire rescue and what the future holds for our first
responders

CULLMAN, AL, USA, July 6, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Discover the future of fire-rescue in Michael Reagan’s new
book –“State of The ARTT.”
State of the ARTT is an action-packed book about modern
day fire rescue and what the future holds for our first
responders. This book explores Michael Reagans dream of
building an elite paramilitary fire rescue teams. If you are
interested in fire rescue, or the future of fire-fighting this is a
must-read book. Michaels military background leads him to a
new fire-fighting philosophy of attacking the fire instead of just
fighting it.

State of the ARTT book Summary:

A story about a former Marine Force Recon, combat that
becomes an NYFD firefighter. A survivor of 9/11, he was
deeply affected by the 343 fire and rescue, and civilians who
died that day.
Described as an adrenaline junkie by his fire department
psychologists, he became obsessed with defying death to
save lives. His Post traumatic stress disorder, developed in the
military and progressed by 9/11 is a combination that pushes him over the edge.

In an attempt to try to prevent his flashbacks he leaves New York for New Jersey to get away from the

The book is thrilling from
beginning to the end, I can't
wait for the next in the series”

J. Hail

site of 9/11. Against safety procedures he begins adapting his
elite military skills and philosophies, for fire and rescue.
Everything from commando crawling and repelling, zip lining,
spy rigging, and parachuting are used by him in the line of
duty. This leaves him consistently at odds with his peers.
Feeling the need to prevent another 9/11 he reaches out for
state funding to develop an elite fire and rescue unit.
Eventually (A.R.T.T.) – Advanced Rescue Tactics Team is

creating. A small sate of the art, highly trained unit that deploys by helicopter to augment any fire
department within the state that calls for their assistance.
His heart brings him back to New York with his A.R.T.T. unit to deal with a new crisis.

About the Author Michael Reagan

Michael Reagan was a former US Marine infantryman. He studied PTSD in Behavioral Science at
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Athens State University. He wrote this book about a hero with
PTSD to educate and inspire. He hopes the book spawns an
idea to further fire and rescue to a higher level that matches the
threat level of today's world.
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